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Abstract
There is a difference in the way designers and engineers usually look and
think about designing a prototype. The designers are taught to have more
open ended approach, whereas the engineers are more strict about the
specifications and syntax. This creates a communication gap in the way the
prototyping is approached. In order to improve the communication and to
augment joint design capabilities between industrial designers and
engineers, a set of cards and a way of using them was developed. It relies on
the well explored use of flowcharts, which for some reason have not been
used extensively. This paper is about a tool for interaction design,
understood by both designers and engineers. Selection of past projects were
analysed, ideas from analysis taken into practice, resulting in an idea of a
tool in the form of cards. It was further developed during the successive
prototyping courses.
Keywords: prototyping, communication tool, flowcards
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Introduction
Working in multidisciplinary teams has become more emphasized
with the advent of electronic and software prototyping platforms intended
for non-engineers, such as Arduino or Processing. They seem to aim at
creating playground where traditional industrial designer and engineer
could benefit from working together, and to have a common language to
speak about prototyping.
In order to teach the students the ways of prototyping, we developed the
interactive prototyping course (IP08, 2009), at the University of Art and
Design. During the nine weeks that the course lasts, the students go
through the equivalent of a small prototyping project. They start by doing a
background research on a given subject followed by a user research. This
supplies the information for the concepting phase, which ends by
presenting three concepts, one of which is then implemented during the
next phase. Most of the time is spent on building a working prototype,
which is in the end tested by users. The complexity of the final prototype
depends on various factors, such as the amount of time for
implementation, reliance on existing systems, experience of the students
etc., but the default assumption is that students have no background
knowledge, and have to begin construction and software development
from a scratch. Regardless of that, the packed schedule of the course
leaves very little room for anything else than doing just the necessary
electronics and programming work. On the other hand, the course is
sometimes used as a testbed for new design research ideas.
During the spring 2007 the first IP course was held, with no general topic,
but successful enough to have some of the prototypes taken into research
and to further develop the course. The course was focused a bit more for
the 2008, where the topic was communicating within the car, mainly
between the backseat and the front. In the spring 2009 we focused on the
idea of cooking together, which could be understood e.g. from a service
design point of view or as a product development process. For the 2010,
the topic was honest signals that people send, which was very abstract
compared to previous topics. For the spring 2011, the topic was
domesticating search, which focused on searching activities at home
environment. All of the courses have produce working prototypes, and
most of the courses have helped to produce publications, with some of the
work being taken further into PhD studies of the students.
As the course has developed during the years, many advances in the
appropriate and usable technology have been utilised, such as arduino
and processing. In order to get most out of the software, and in order to
have a deep understanding of interaction algorithm development in short
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time, a visual method of designing the software interaction was chosen
and further developed. By having a flowchart to explain and to design with,
the students were relieved from the task of having to focus on the “missing
semicolons” and syntactical issues in programming languages. They
should be focusing on the essence and the meaning of the interaction,
instead of technical minutiae, which in many cases could drown the work.
In the very first interactive prototyping it was noticed, that there must be a
better way of using the flowcharts, since the unstructured use created
difficult code and sometimes even impossible structures, and it was very
difficult to draw structural similarities between the flowchart and the code.
Therefore, a better way to utilise them was needed.

Origins
In order to understand what is meaningful in communicating interaction,
several older projects were chosen and looked from the interaction design
point of view. Three smaller, and one larger project were analysed, with
the projects spanning roughly five years time.
In Smart Shout project (Mikkonen et al., 2001), a wearable electronics
sash was designed for communicating between snowboarders, due to the
manipulation of a normal phones being difficult in cold outside context.
The design team was multidisciplinary, with clothing designers, engineers
and other professionals from clothing industry designing and prototyping
then cutting edge communication concept. A lot of pictures were used to
describe the physically functional parts of the sash, and in the end the
usage was designed by combining those with graphical diagrams
representing the digital functionality. For example, digital communication
between sashes was explained with flowcharts. The project had a specific
goal on how to communicate and use the sash, meaning that there was a
specific goal or resulting action for using all the elements in the user
interface. The sash was not an exploratory device, but a very defined
prototype.
The Dreamvision (Väätänen et al. 2004) was a game for the blind, and the
dreamhandler was a device specifically designed as a user interface for
the visually impaired. The main design team consisted of engineers, social
scientists and computer scientists. There was also a number of actors and
performers involved, but they didn’t take part in the physical user interface
design process as such. The dreamhandler was a wireless handheld
device, which sent the users hand movements to a PC, which controlled
the game. During the design, several hand-held concepts were designed,
and finally one specified fully to be used as a user interface. During the
design, only the communication was described with graphical languages,
as that was the only thing that could be definite. The actual gestures were
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then explored by using the functional prototype, which used
accelerometers for sensing. As the gestures were finalised, they were
used in the game. There was no need for specifying them with formal
means, other than cataloguing them as animations and numerical data for
later usage. On the other hand, the script of the game can be expressed
easily with a flowchart, and would benefit from such as a way of describing
it for the game mechanics designers. In the end, the dreamhandler
functioned as an exploratory device, with the functionalities specified in the
actual game engine.
The Infocube (Kaila et al, 2005) was a user interface that focused on using
tangibility and graspability as the main method for controlling. The design
team consisted mainly of engineers, but the initial description came from
industrial designers. There were no complex meanings or ways of using,
other than to just follow the virtual cube that the users were able to see. As
such, it is very similar to the early development phase of dreamhandler,
and the description of functionality was with the communication protocol,
and not the UI itself. The device was exploratory, and used to gather
information about tangible use.
The Morphome-project (Mäyrä and Koskinen, 2005) was a longer, three
year project, funded by Academy of Finland. There were many
undertakings, with a lot of conceptual design, but also working prototypes
such as the “lemmu”-pillow, the four lamps and in the later part, the wakeup -system. As the project had three universities in collaboration, the team
was also very varied. Backgrounds varied from sociology, industrial
design, electronics and software engineering, to hypermedia and
interactive media. None of the tested prototypes had exploratory user
interface similar to e.g. the infocube, and all of them had a very defined
way of use. This was seen in the design phase, when the concept
drawings and illustrations of use were combined with written explanation
or a flowchart, thus explaining the intended use.
Usually the descriptions were reserved for the most complex use cases,
such as the pillow. The pillow had a RFID reader, which was combined to
a microcontroller unit with analogue memory and a loudspeaker. In order
to make the pillow whistle some tunes, the RFID tags had to be placed on
it accordingly. This functionality was fluently designed and then later
explained using mainly flowcharts, associated with pictures.
While in most cases the communication had been fluent, flowcharts and
descriptive diagrams were created and used, when the prototype had a
purposeful interaction beyond generic user interface. The three projects
helped to realise, that the representation of the use with flowcharts is not
necessary, if the intended use is exploratory. There statistical methods are
used to gather information about the state of the device, such as shaking
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or turning the object. Only when the usage has more specific goal, such as
specific action of e.g. sending a message, only then it is relevant for the
design of interactions. When designing the way a device works internally,
it is very beneficial to have a flowchart, as the gist can be understood by
most.

On graphical programming methods
While thinking of flowcharts, there are many ways to graphically
describe an algorithm or functionality of a device: there are structured
flowcharts (Nassi and Shneiderman, 1973), Nassi-Shneiderman charts
(Yoder and Schrag, 1978), state machines (Newman, 1968) and structure
charts (Lindsey, 1977), all of which are roughly forty years old. While the
methods are very interesting, some of them lack the visual clarity of a pure
flowchart. For example, a structure drawn with Nassi-Shneiderman chart is
visually more complex than the elements that would be needed using
structured flowcharts. State machines are also very useful, but as such,
don’t contain relevant information needed for turning the visual algorithm
to code. Their benefits are more on the abstract side, where the prototype
being developed has different functionalities on the same user interface,
and can have many uses. A good example for that would be the alarm
clock, where the same set of buttons are used to set the time, the moment
of alarm, and so on. The state diagrams do work quite well as the starting
point for creating a flowchart.
In order to simplify the method remarkably, the structured flowcharts show
most promise. They introduce some ground rules for using flowchart
symbols in a consistent and efficient manner. They have been described
as being very efficient in displaying functionality of an algorithm, even in
the case of small programs, as opposed to pseudocode (Scanlan, 1989).
While being useful in understanding algorithms, it is not seen as a tool for
detailed or content rich work, mainly due to visual constraints (Whitley,
1997). Regardless of those limitations, the structured flowchart is very
good starting point.
As flowcharts can be used to describe an algorithm visually (Watts, 2004),
they are used in teaching programming, especially so in introductory
courses. Some reasons for selecting flowcharts to be used in teaching are
“minimal syntax” and “clear and unambiguous presentation of information”
(Crews and Ziegler, 1998, 1999). The focus in using flowcharts this way is
to improve the problem solving skills, and not focus on the syntax. While
arguing for the simplicity in interaction design by focusing on the
functionality, the related flowcharts can get complex (Chang et al., 2007).
They can be seen at the core of interaction design process, while claiming
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that there is no universal language for designers to communicate with
hardware and software engineers (Tung and Deng, 2003).

The cards and usage guidelines
Structured flowcharts provide a tested and well-understood base for using
them as a tool interactive prototyping. By selecting a subset of established
symbols, a tool called 'Flowcards' was created: a collection of fixed size
cards with flowchart symbols, to help discuss ideas and understand reallife constraints. In addition to a symbol that can be written to, each card
has an arrow or two. The cards are used to create a flowchart, which the
arrows restrict to a practical and understandable form, and can be easily
played around with.
Each card has the same size, 10cm x 6cm. They are made of laminated
white plastic with magnetic background, which is useful when working with
the whiteboards. There are two main cards: a box, and a diamond. There
are also arrow-cards for creating connections and having a flowing
algorithm, but those were quickly replaced by manual drawing, since it is
much more efficient. All basic cards are shown in the figure 1, arranged as
a simple if-else type decision. The cards are intended to be used only as
the arrows allow, with no deviations from shown. This means, that if the
arrow points down, it will be connected to the card directly under it. If the
arrow points to the right, then a card can be placed there, to indicate that
the flow can go that direction. If there is no arrow pointing, then a card
cannot be placed.

Figure 1. Flowchart elements in structured setting, a diamond (upper left), two boxes, and
a returning arrow (lower right)

The box-symbol is used to indicate that something specific happens in the
program, and is called a process. The process can contain anything from
a single instruction to complex description of functionality. The usage is
simple, the designer just writes the description of what the intended action
is, e.g. “Turn off the lights”. There is no defined level of detail on what the
box should contain, as long as it is understandable. It can be used with
complex and abstract description, such as “check if user appears nervous”
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or even “adjust air-quality according to users nervousness”. It is preferable
to use, or eventually aim at, straightforward and unambiguous single
instructions, such as “cooking alarm timer = 3min”. When used with a
single instruction it is very straightforward, and intended to be the most
detailed level of use.
The diamond-symbol illustrates a decision, and has two arrows coming
out: one to the right side, and one to the bottom. The basic use is the ifelse-decision, where the condition can be written to the centre. The first
outcome would be a card below the diamond, with the second outcome, if
used, to the immediate right. There can also be only “if”, without an
alternative. As with the process, the abstraction level of the text in the card
can be varied. It is preferable to aim at using simple text, such as on/offquestions or checking if a value is above or below some level. It is
possible, though, to use very abstract questions, such as “is the user
nervous” or “does the user feel good”. Sometimes very abstract, or difficult
to measure, starting points are the only possibility to begin.
As mentioned earlier, the arrow dictate the possibilities for placing the next
cards. The restrictions that the arrows create are the key elements in the
use of the cards. The first thing that is noticed is the lack of backwards
arrows. The new card can only be placed after the arrow straight from the
previous one, or if the card is a decision, to the right-hand side. To
emphasize, the only possibilities when constructing the algorithm is to go
downwards, branch to the right, or come back to the column where the
branch originated from. If there is no card directly under it, the flow returns
to the card below it on the left-hand column.
The algorithm created with the cards is “executed” one card at a time. This
means, that everything that is written can be followed to the last card.
From there, the algorithm doesn’t stop, but continues again from the very
first card, at the beginning of the algorithm. This imitates the functionality
of most microprocessor programs, where the actual program loops back to
the start, and keeps on running as long as the power is applied. It is also
fundamental in order to create structures that are similar to loops and
counters, where a condition should be checked successively. As there are
no backward/up pointing arrows or structures, it is the only way to create
conditional loops. The positive side is, that the algorithm can never be fully
frozen in execution. The algorithms created using the cards are naturally
reactive. The flow of the simplest if-else structure is shown in figure 2, and
underlines all possible paths the cards can take. The use of cards forces
the looping back, shown in blue, and the red arrows from above to below.
The only optional path is the orange arrows, when making a decision.
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Figure 2. Flow possibilities (orange and red arrows) and the only possible backward loop
(blue path) in the cards

The strength of the cards is in the direct translatability to code. Small
combinations of the cards can be expressed as one process card, and in
that sense can be seen as functions and function calls. The cards can be
used with ambiguous starting descriptions, and the process being
developed doesn’t have to be related to actual code or a working
prototype. During development phase with the course, the cards were
used with the intent of building working prototypes. The visual presentation
was thought to support algorithm building without knowledge in
programming, and the limited selection of symbols, along with restrictions,
helped to translate the algorithms directly to code. The limitations of the
resulting flowchart built with the cards is deliberate, forces the students to
think, and makes the resulting code very reactive.

Using cards as a design tool
In order to build a description of interaction with the cards, the students
were instructed to start with just one process card, with a general
description of the whole. Then, the next step would be to open up the
description to two cards, which both describe the previous content in more
detail. This top-down approach is repeated as long as is needed, e.g. to
the level of controlling a single I/O pin in a microprocessor, and in general
is common practice in software engineering.
A traditional engineering example could be e.g. “Adjustable thermostat”,
which would be written to one card. It would then be expanded to two
process cards, such as “read selected temperature” and “adjust
temperature according to selection”. These would then be expanded as
much as needed, all the way down to reading temperatures from specific
sensor, turning the heater on for specific amount of time, or automatically
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opening a window to cool the room. Another example of using the cards,
with an alarm clock, is shown with figures 3.-11. The whole process is not
shown, but to give an understanding of the use, several key points are
shown.

Figure 3. Initial setting, keywords and properties on the process-boxes on the whiteboard

In the beginning, the designers would come up with keywords or selected
properties associated with their concept. The keywords would be written to
process-boxes, and scattered to the whiteboard, as shown in figure 3.
Once satisfied, the cards would be arranged to groups and clusters
resembling some order, such as figure 4, which will be then expanded and
augmented.

Figures 4. and 5. Grouping and streamlining the cards.

Once the grouping and streamlining is done, as shown in figure 5, the
processes would be expanded by adding branches, describing and
expanding relevant interactions and conditions. With practice, it becomes
easier to create the flow from early on.
Conference Proceedings
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The designer must assume, that the algorithm doesn’t do anything it is not
told to do. The functionality must be explained, either in abstract or in
detail. The cards are further arranged and details are added, with the
direction taken to a program-like structure, as shown in figures 6-8.

Figures 6-8. Adding decision branch and fixing return paths

The work then progresses further with opening up the details, as much as
is needed. For example, the specific details of how the lighting condition
would be changed when the alarm goes on, along with the snooze-button
functionality are opened up in figures 9. and 10. It takes some time to
learn the iterative use, but once the designer gets the core idea of
returning branches and continous through flowing algorithm exection, the
design process is considerably simplified. The cards can at this point be
easily used to design the interaction along with programmers, who can
look at the structure under development with different view, and still be
able to communicate their ideas and findings with visual elements of the
cards.
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Figures 9. and 10. Expanding the “snooze”-button and details to "light level change"

Finally, some of the processes can be made into functions, such as the
"set alarm conditions", which will then be designed separately from the
main structure. The expanded function can be seen as one process card
in figure 10., second card from the bottom, and as fully expanded, in figure
11. The example checks the user interface buttons, and reacts to the first
button it finds pressed.
It would be relatively simple task of re-organising the six columns seen in
the bottom part of the figure 11., if all of the buttons should be checked
through, regardless of which ones are pressed. This kind of difference in
interaction is easy to realise and understand with visual exploration and
experimentation, using the cards.

Figure 11. Fully defined “set alarm conditions”-function, checking only one UI-button
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The cards can be used with more ambiguous starting descriptions, and the
process being developed doesn’t have to be related to actual code or a
working prototype. They should work equally well for designing services,
but that has been untested. For the purposes of the course they were
used with the intent of developing working prototypes. The visual
presentation was thought to support algorithm building without knowledge
in programming, and the limited selection of symbols help to translate the
algorithms directly to code.

Figure 12. Columns and returns

One important aspect of using the cards is to arrange them so, that the
flows created with branches are in individual columns, that do not mix.
When multiple branches are created at the same time, they should return
to the originating branch at the same time, as illustrated in Figure 12:
branches to columns B-F are originating from A at the same time, and they
return the flow back to column A at the same time. It should be also noted
that the early branch to column G is not part of the B-F, and as such must
not return to A when any of the B-F are in effect.
On the other hand, the cards can be used to explain real-life constraints
between the users of the cards. The constraints can be laid out by
arranging the cards as dictated by the actual problem, remembering that
the cards do not allow backward loops. Once set, the users have a visual
representation of the problem, allowing them to address the issues, and
have a common understanding of the problem. The cards are primarily
meant as communication tools, so that people from different educational
backgrounds have easier time on understanding each other.
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Lessons from teaching
The way of using the cards is quite straightforward, and the basic usage
can be learned within few hours. With the students as a test group, the
usage of cards was evaluated through teaching prototyping. As the cards
were used during the course, in the beginning a few students made some
mistakes while placing the cards, as they would ignore the arrows and the
resulting direction of the flow became unnatural. After correcting them in
the use, and emphasising the structural rigidity, the problems they had
were mostly on solving the interaction problems of the prototypes, and
translating the flowchart to code.
As an example from the 2010 course, “honest signals”, comes a pair of
shoes and a headset, intended for practicing reliable presentation during
speeches. The students identified a few noticeable and common
behaviours, such as fidgeting or nervous leg movement, and started to
think how that could be analysed with the device. They already had an
understanding that accelerometers could be used to determine the
movement, and set out to create a flowchart which could determine if the
movement is caused by nervousness or by something else. Starting from
the very abstract “user appears nervous” and “user doesn’t appear
nervous” declarations, they expanded the process-cards to include
different situations and eventually added decisions-cards to choose
between two main states regarding apparent nervousness. Students
managed to also include a pattern identification algorithm for walking, to
differentiate the leg movements from fidgeting. The resultant code was
several pages long, was neatly translatable and used with Arduino, which
is in practice similar to programming with the language C. There were
some syntax issues with the actual code, but those were seen as minor
problems, when the actual functionality was able to be explained.
Another example comes from the 2011 course, “domesticating search”,
where a group of two students created a game for cleaning a table, i.e. “to
search for dirt”. The students created a multi-touch table using two webcams, a set of IR-leds and a ultra-wide short distance projector. The
algorithm development was first started with the cards, and having learned
the structural guidelines of the cards, worked directly with the flowcharts
drawn on paper. The game consisted of using a rag to wipe the entire
surface of the table, while having a vicious looking germ floating around in
unwiped areas. As soon as the germ had no space to go to, i.e. the table
was thoroughly wiped, the game ended. The resulting work consisted of
having the game mechanics, identifying the beginning of the game by
checking the state of the cleaning rag, and using those with the
preprogrammed process of translating the webcam images to coordinates
resulting from touching the table surface. It was especially interesting as a
Conference Proceedings
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case, since the students were using some elements which were already
implemented by a programmer, and worked their own solution using that
as an understandable part. In this case, a state diagram describing the
possible game states was created first. The resultant flowchart was
translated to Java, in Processing-environment.
In the end, the students managed to design the interactions of their
prototypes well using the cards. The resulting structured flowcharts were
easy to translate to working software. The cards have worked well in both
microprocessor environment, and in computer programming. One
significant issue came with debugging: should the flowchart be changed,
or should the translated code be changed? In the end, taking the longer
route of changing the flowchart and translating that part again to code
produced more understandable results.

Summary
Using the flowcards and resulting simplified structured
flowcharts is quite straightforward, and seems to be usable in
communicating and designing interactions in an understandable way.
While the prior work shows that flowcharts are useful when the prototype
is not exploratory, they are very effective at describing the mechanics of
specific interactions. They work well with the simple, and even very
complicated designs, although in those cases the use of cards was time
consuming. The cards, or structural flowcharts, have not been tested on
other areas, such as service design, but might be usable when working
with quality standards. The benefit of using the cards is in their easy use
and universal understandability across different disciplines. The use of
cards does not remove the need for learning programming in order to
produce a working prototype, but they simplify the design process
considerably.
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